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Hello Team,

Reality Based Group™ (RBG) is excited for the opportunity to present a response to your

Request for Proposal to evaluate and select a supplier to provide Mystery Shopping services at

Certified BMW Centers, MINI dealers, BMW Motorrad dealers and dealerships of competitive

brands across the United States and Canada. This proposal presents our approach, schedule,

team and qualifications, to provide the services BMW has requested.

Approach

Time is of the essence for BMW Group. It is our belief that our nearly 25 year history of performing

video mystery shops for the automotive industry positions RBG as a uniquely qualified candidate.

We are confident that the reality based results we provide will be the continuous improvement

diagnostic tool you are looking for to exceed the needs and expectations of your customers. With

RBG, you get dedicated, in-house team, that is ready and able to meet your needs.

The scope of this project is complex. It is multi-year, covering five distinct business units (BMW

Canada, MINI Canada, BMW NA, MINI NA and Motorrad), incorporating a variety of mystery

shopping strategies (video, written, internet and phone) while assessing multiple scenarios (Sales,

Aftersales and Service, and Certified Pre-Owned Sales). RBG is the solution you are looking for.

Not only are we already a vetted BMW vendor, providing in-person aftersales and service video

shops in 2017 and 2018, but we have the capabilities and experience to seamlessly wrap this

program around the current one, giving you a complete picture of your operations through 2020

and beyond.

The RBG team we are proposing has the vision to provide the necessary flexibility,

responsiveness and dealer engagement creation to make this program a success.

Project Overview
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Preparation and Pilot: 2017

The project is scheduled to kick off and get moving quickly. RBG is currently negotiating a master

services agreement with BMW for the video mystery shops to begin in 2017. Once that is in place,

if RBG is the selected vendor for this opportunity, the upfront contract work will not cause a delay,

which is important. Then, the focus from September through pilot commencement in October can

be on ensuring all the critical logistics, design, and report customization steps are taken care of.

During the lead up to the pilot we will expand the current program, integrating the new shop

locations into the system. We will train you on how to use our system to maximize dealer

engagement and drive results. Our project manager will work with you and the internal RBG team

to customize your dashboard and reports so that each level of leadership has access to their

pertinent information. There are also many different shopper scenarios. We will make

recommendations based on our experience and work with your team to finalize the guidelines that

our shoppers will follow.

By the time the fourth quarter starts all the system and logistics work will be complete and we will

have begun scheduling video shops at each of the 366 BMW location in the U.S. The pilot will

allow BMW to get to know our project team and give you the confidence to increase volume as the

project starts.

During the pilot, our operations team will train our in house video shoppers, who will then visit

each of the 366 BMW NA locations. Those shoppers will return the video footage to our in house

video editing team, which will provide a segmented, polished product that your teams can use for

training. Before the videos are pushed out to the proper management, they are scored and quality

controlled.

Project Overview
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Year 1: 2018

Between 2017 and 2018, RBG will meet with BMW to review the pilot program and identify areas

of improvement for 2018.

RBG will have a dedicated project team (outlined on the following page) in place led by one single

point of contact, to manage the various business units. This is important to the success of the

program. Each business unit will be shopped for various scenarios at a cadence suggested by

BMW. We’ve planed for this and outlined it in the timeline.

The project manager will receive shop orders from BMW and MINI to be completed within 30 days

(20 days for internet shops). The project manager will work with our Customer Success Managers,

experienced schedulers and network of MSPA certified written, phone and internet mystery

shoppers to meet the project demands. We have the structure in place and have delivered

thousands of written mystery shops across the U.S. and Canada, supplying the entire process of

scheduling, performing, quality controlling and delivering valuable data to our clients.

Year 2: 2019

Between 2018 and 2019, RBG will meet with BMW to review the 2018 program and make

recommendations based on data delivered and dealership engagement. We will couple this

meeting with a review of the aftersales/service shops that we are already performing for BMW. We

anticipate that the expansion of the aftersales shops in 2019 may require the purchase of

additional vehicles which we will do during this period. We will be able to save BMW money by

continuing to use the vehicles for the current program and adding to them.

Project Overview
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Account Team Organization
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Your Team

In order to ensure the success of this project, we have a team of dedicated managers, led by Josh

Stern, your single point of contact for the duration of the project. Josh will be supported by a highly

qualified team of Customer Success Managers and our Operations Team. This team is also

backed by our in house team of video mystery shoppers and our network of thousands of MSPA

certified written shoppers.

Motorrad Lead



Josh Stern, Chief Executive Officer

Josh will be responsible for overseeing the development and design of your program to

ensure maximum result. He will lead the RBG team and ensure that success is aligned

with the success of the BMW program stakeholders.

Renee DeSantis, Executive Vice President

Renee will oversee the implementation and development of your online dashboard,

scorecards, and reporting. In addition to managing BMW NA, will be responsible for the

daily operations of your account, including account support and dashboard training.

Account Management Team
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Rae Campbell, Customer Success Manager

Rae will manage the BMW Canada and MINI Canada business units.

Linda Wagner, Customer Success Manager

Linda will manage the MINI NA and Motorrad business units.

Becca Riordon, Customer Success Manager

Becca will support Renee, Rae and Linda with reporting customization and back end

systems expertise.



Account Management Team
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Lee Thao, Scheduler and Trainer

Lee will be the lead shopper recruiter and scheduler. He will be leveraging RBG’s

database of employed and independent auditors and select the most qualified auditors

to complete evaluations at your locations along the desired evaluation schedule.

Chris Davis, Director of Operations

Chris will lead the operations team, ensuring that your evaluations are performed

accurately and delivered to you on time. He will also work with the video editing and

quality assurance teams to deliver reality-based reports in a user-friendly format that

you can rely on to improve your operations.

Chris Zeid, Lead Video Editor

Chris will be responsible for video editing of your individual evaluations. His team of

video professionals will edit and manage all video footage according to client specific

needs, once complete he will send the final product to the scoring team for scoring of

the evaluation.

Maureen Cross, Operations and QA Manager

Maureen (Mo) will be responsible for quality assurance of your individual evaluations.

Her team will review each completed evaluation to ensure shopper guideline

compliance, correct shop execution, and provide proofreading. Each shopper will be

rated based on their performance, allowing for the optimization of your evaluator pool.
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Shop Counts: BMW Canada
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Shop Counts: MINI Canada
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Shop Counts: BMW NA
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Shop Counts: MINI NA
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Shop Counts: Motorrad
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Deliverables

The deliverables for this project are the tangible takeaways that BMW will receive. We could tell

you that we can deliver everything, but we’d rather show you. What follows is how we’ve exceeded

our customers’ expectations while providing each of the deliverables that BMW requires as part of

this project.

Audio Recording of Appointment Setting Process.

RBG has been recording appointment setting across various verticals for nearly 25 years. All

recordings are housed in our online dashboard that is accessible 24/7. The phone calls will be

scored per our collaboration with BWM and reports can be pushed to end-users.

Video Recording of Appointment Setting Process via Dealer’s Website.

RBG has been delivering online shops for over 20 years. All videos are also housed in our online

dashboard that is accessible to all users 24/7. The appointment setting process will also be scored

via our collaboration with BMW and reports can also be pushed to end-users.

Deliverables
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Raw Video Recording of Service Experience at Each Dealership and Edited Video

Recording of Services and Experiences at Each Dealership Including Titling of Each

Section, in Snippets, or Audio Recording Only When Applicable.

Our founder and chairman, Joe Woskow, invented video mystery shopping which we registered as

GameFilm®; we’ve been completing auto dealer shops since we began operation and it’s always

been a significant portion of our company. Each video will be recorded by RBG employees and

delivered back to RBG HQ so that there is no chance for interception of the videos or for someone

to upload it online. The videos are secured at all times by RBG employees. Once delivered in

house they are given to our in house editing team that then securely delivers the files to you

through our online system. Our editing team reviews the footage for content and produces the final

video. Each video contains audio and can be snipped according to the sections needed for each

business unit or scenario. The raw video footage for each shop is backed up and kept for a year,

which you can have access to at any time.



Deliverables
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E-mail Trails of E-mail Communication Involved in Internet Shops or Follow-up to in

Person Shops.

Our reporting system allows our shoppers to upload documents to be reviewed by the client.

Frequently our clients request email communication to see how quickly and how professionally the

associates respond.

Dealer Level to National Level Reporting Available to Field and Regional Personnel.

Reporting and security are customized to the role. Once an evaluation is finalized, the video and

scorecard are released via electronic portal to the appropriate levels for review and coaching.

Reporting level customization will be performed prior to evaluations to ensure visibility based on

dealership, market, region or national assignment.
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Questionnaire Outlining Scoring of Service Experience. Should Include a Breakdown of the

Service Process and Questions for Scoring in Each Section.

The RBG Project Manager will work with BMW prior to evaluations being performed to design the

ideal scorecard based on best practices and your unique needs. The questionnaire can be

customized into any critical areas deemed necessary.
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Completed Questionnaire or Score Card of Overall Dealer Performance During the Entire

Service Experience.

Each scorecard will provide the appropriate management levels with scores for the location based

on the predetermined section breakdown as well as an aggregated, overall dealer performance.
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Integration into Salesforce.com and MSM Global Mystery Shopping Questionnaire.

RBG utilizes the Salesforce platform and regularly imports data from our shops into it. Our staff is

very familiar with the requirements needed to transfer data quickly and accurately via CSV files.

We also have set up automatic data transfers for a handful of large commercial clients that have

similar system needs as BMW.

Question by Question Report with Section and Overall Totals by Dealer, Market, Region,

or National.

Our scorecard reporting is customized for different levels of leaderships with drill-down ability on a

need-to-know basis. Dealers will be able to see how their location is performing and will be able to

compare that performance against the peers of your choosing.
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Overall Reporting Should be Available for Each Series of Shops for Trending Analysis.

Overall reporting as well as section or individual question trending analysis is at your fingertips for

any reporting level. Your locations will know where they made improvements as they are evaluated

with each wave.

Inclusion of Filters for Market and Region etc. for Easy Dissemination of Information

for Presentations.

All of your scorecard data is available 24/7 right in our system, with many premade figures ready

for presentations. Should you need access to the raw data it is always available as an export to

excel, including any filters, making it easy to work with.
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Individual Dealership Reports with Overall Pass/Fail and Scoring by Section. Format

Should be PDF and Include Link to Video and Audio Where Applicable.

Each dealership will receive a standalone report with color-coded reporting based on score range

determined with input from BMW prior to evaluations. Dealers will immediately know which

sections they are doing well on (green), which sections they passed, but need to improve (yellow)

and which sections they failed (red). In addition, the video that the score is determined from is

embedded right in the report making it easy for the dealer to use it to improve their service.
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Single Login to Central Website for BMW Field and National Personnel for Access to all

Reports. Multiple Concurrent Users Must be Supported. BMW and Retailers Should Have

Rights-Controlled Access.

Unique user access is fully customizable with control access granted or denied at any time. There

is no limit to the number of users accessing the system at any one time.

Ability to Show Results and Trends by Individual Shop, Dealer, Market, Region Over Time.

Trend reporting is a powerful function of your database. You will be able to see changes in scores

over time in both table and chart formats.
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All Reports Must be Available to be Downloaded as Excel, PDF, and Word Formats and

Then Customizable to Integrate with Other BMW Measurable Scorecards.

BMW will have access to their data at all times during and after project completion. The data is

readily exportable into Excel or CSV and can be copied or printed directly from the portal into Word

or PDF.

Data Import Dates to MSM as Follows: First Data Import Date: 15th of the Second Month of

Each Quarter, Last Import Date: 15th of the Third Month of Each Quarter.

BMW has access to all the data and can pull it for import manually at any time. RBG can also work

with BMW to automate the data transfer according to a specific schedule. We have done this for a

handful of large commercial clients and can certainly extend this capability to BMW.



Excellence Is No Accident
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World-Class Programs That 

Generate Measurable Results
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BMW Recommended Solutions
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